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As we define it, the machine automation marketplace is grounded in the manufacture of 
discrete products, ranging from nuts and bolts to planes, trains and automobiles. These 
manufacturing organizations all use industrial controls and associated instrumentation 
and infrastructure to automate the manipulation of physical objects into higher value 
assemblies and configurations. 

Further, because industrial automation technologies are often built into finished 
machines purchased and put to use by these discrete manufacturers, industrial machine 
builders (or original equipment manufacturers, OEMs) play an essential role in machine 

automation decisions. Finally, engineering and integration firms often are called upon 
to execute the design, engineering and integration of manufacturing lines. So, these 
professional services firms are also important influences in machine-automation decisions.

THE MACHINE AUTOMATION MARKETPLACE

Our Mission
To serve the information needs of technical, operational and managerial professionals 
whose job it is to optimize—through instrumentation, control and automation 
technology—the performance of machines used in industrial manufacturing 
applications.

Scope of Technology Coverage 
From a technology perspective, Control Design focuses on five primary pillars of 
machine automation functionality. This includes everything from sensors and machine 
vision systems to software and communication networks. 

• Controllers & Systems – The “brains” of the machine, Controllers & Systems 
common to the machine automation space include programmable logic 
controllers (PLCs), embedded controls, loop controllers, relays, power 
supplies and software.

• Human-Machine/Operator Interface – Allowing the operator to visualize 
machine status and initiate actions in response, this functional category 
of technologies includes HMI software, industrial PCs, display terminals, 
touchscreens, keyboards, pointers, alarms, pushbuttons and enclosures.

•  Measurement, Sensing & Vision – To understand its own operation 
and status, the industrial machine needs technologies such as sensors, 
transducers, encoders, weighing systems/load cells, machine vision systems, 
machine guarding and autoID systems.

•  Input/Output Systems & Networking – I/O Systems & Networks function 
as the nervous system of the industrial machine. Included in this infrastructure 
are terminal blocks, remote I/O, signal conditioners, cable/wiring, E-CAD 
software, connectors and cordsets as well network switches and gateways.

•  Drives, Motors & Robotics – This grouping of technologies is how control 
decisions are translated into physical action. This group includes drives, 
motors, servos, steppers, robots, valves, cylinders, motor starters and control 
centers, hydraulics, pneumatics and other electromechanical components. 
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AUDIENCE & PLATFORM

Through its print publication and digital platforms, the Control Design brand touches the machine 
builder community thousands of times each month. The audiences for our digital and print 
products are increasingly differentiated. Social media, too, is an increasingly important means by 
which Control Design connects with the machine automation community.

Domestic vs. International Reach

  
Domestic (U.S.) 39,579 
International       441  
Total 40,020

Control Design Magazine

ControlDesign E-News

Domestic (U.S.) 19,469
International  5,815
Total 25,284

Domestic (U.S.) 16,494 
International  14,033 
Total 30,527

ControlDesign.com

Magazine

E-Newsletter

Website

Social Media

Reach by Platform

* Sum of Focebook monthly "Reach" metric (860), Twitter 
followers (18,731) and LinkedIn group members (4,607). 
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Each month, thousands of subscribers turn to the print edition of Control Design magazine for new ideas on how to improve the performance of their machines through the application of automation and control technology. And because Control Design focuses exclusively on automation professionals at industrial machine builders, it offers unrivaled access to the buying teams within this market.While our circulation’s roots are primarily in the North American market (download latest BPA audit statement), a growing number of automation professionals domestically and internationally subscribe to the digital version of the magazine.

SUBSCRIBERS BY INDUSTRY AND TITLE  

Category Total
Engineering/Project  

Management
Production  
Operations

Corporate  
Management

R&D Others Allied

Industrial Machinery Manufacturing 16,269 5,539 4,928 4,754 576 472

• Machine Tools & Metalworking 4,432 1,370 1,361 1,470 116 115

• Fluid Handling & Conditioning 1,406 496 409 406 50 45

• Heating & Cooling Equipment 1,029 408 280 273 40 28

• Material Handling & Conveyance 1,072 401 309 296 38 28

• Power Generation & Transmission 837 312 239 237 30 19

• Packaging Machinery 662 228 205 189 24 16

• Other Specialized Machinery 6,831 2,324 2,125 1,883 278 221

Discrete & Hybrid Manufacturing 10,185 2,892 3,737 2,137 1,244 175

• Computers & Electronics 1,833 735 558 390 110 40

• Food & Beverage Manufacturing 2,753 429 1,217 678 392 37

• Fabricated Metals 1,116 364 409 216 101 26

• Pharmaceuticals & Medical Devices 1,000 242 264 178 293 23

• Transportation Equipment 275 115 81 61 11 7

• Other Manufacturing 3,208 1,007 1,208 614 337 42

Engineering & Integration Services 10,946 4,859 2.181 2,970 461 475

Other 2,620 560 901 734 98 327

Total Subscribers 40,020 13,850 11,747 10,595 2,379 1,449

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIBERS
Each month, thousands of subscribers turn to the print edition of Control Design magazine 
for new ideas on how to improve the performance of their manufacturing processes through 
the application of automation and control technology. And because Control Design focuses 
on automation professionals within these organizations, it offers unrivaled access to the 
buying teams within this market.

While our circulation’s roots are primarily in the North American market, a significant number 
of automation professionals domestically and internationally subscribe to the digital version 
of the magazine.

http://www.putmanmedia.com/wp-content/assets/cd_bpa.pdf
http://www.controldesign.com/issues/index.html
http://www.controldesign.com/issues/index.html
http://www.controldesign.com/issues/index.html
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CONTROLDESIGN.COM – TYPICAL MONTHLY TRAFFIC

Metric September 2021

Total visits/user sessions 30,527

Page views 46,619

Visits originating from search engines 14,348 (47.0%)

International user sessions 16,912 (55.4%)

1. India 
2.  Hong Kong
3. Ireland
4. Canada
5. United Kingdom
6. Australia
7.  Singapore
8. Malaysia
9. Germany
10. Philipinnes
11. South Africa
12. Netherlands
13. China

14. Mexico
15. South Korea
16.  Turkey
17. Brazil
18. Indonesia
19. Japan
20. Vietnam
21.  Pakistan
22. United Arab Emirates
23.  Italy 
24. France
25. Egypt
26. Taiwan

Top International Sources of Website Traffic

Visitors by World Region 

Americas
United States 44.6%
Rest of Americas    6.7%

Europe, Middle East 15.3%
& Africa
Asia-Pacific 33.4%

Control Design’s digital marketing offering centers on its website, ControlDesign.com, where 
each day thousands of machine automation professionals  turn to read feature articles, news 
stories and blog posts; watch tutorial videos; find information on thousands of control and 
instrumentation products; and access our comprehensive library of industry white papers. 

ControlDesign.com is designed to accommodate a range of cost-effective advertising 
formats. Site traffic reporting for ControlDesign.com relies on best-in-class Google Analytics 
which effectively eliminate spider traffic and other false traffic inflators. 

http://www.controldesign.com
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PRINT ADVERTISING

While digital media has evolved into an extremely powerful tool for connecting with 
prospects in the machine automation marketplace, print advertising remains a mainstay 
of the industry’s leading suppliers. These marketing-savvy organizations realize that the 
vast majority of their potential customers are not actively seeking information on their 
companies’ products and services at any given time. But they are open to marketing 
messages when they “lean back” to read a magazine, when they’re open to being 
informed of what’s new without a specific agenda in mind. Digital media, on the other 
hand, typically excels when a prospect is further along the marketing funnel—they’re 
“leaning forward” to find a solution to a particular problem. And if they’re not familiar with 
your company and what it has to offer, the chances of a successful engagement plummet. 
Indeed, print advertising remains unequalled in its ability to cost-effectively deliver 
marketing messages to a large universe of potential customers. In a recent email survey of 
Control Design readers, industry magazines were identified as the number one resource for 
staying current on industry trends, vendors, products and technologies (table).
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WHICH INFORMATION RESOURCES DO YOU RELY ON FOR EACH TASK?

Magazines
Industry

Websites

Search

Engines
Supplier
Websites

Supplier
Reps

Social
Media

Directories

Keep current with industry trends 86% 57% 39% 38% 31% 9% 5%

Keep current with new products, technologies 84% 54% 39% 45% 36% 7% 5%

Learn about new vendors 60% 42% 58% 32% 21% 10% 14%
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MY

CY

CMY

K
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High-end design High-end performance
CP32xx Multi-touch Panel PCs with 
Intel® Core™ i3, i5 or i7 processor

www.beckhoff.us/CP32xx
The CP32xx Industrial PC series delivers a high-end Panel PC with multi-touch technology 
and enables advanced operator interface concepts directly in the field. The devices for 
mounting-arm installation feature IP 65 protection and combine a multi-touch Control 
Panel with a high-performance IPC in a compact housing.

Display sizes from 12-inch to 24-inch (16:9, 5:4, 4:3)
Intel® Celeron® or Core™ i3, i5 or i7 processor (3rd and 4th generation)
High-quality aluminum housing, machined from a solid block
Rotating and tilting mounting arm adapter
Passive cooling with cooling fins
Operating temperature range from 0 to 45 °C 

Display sizes: 12, 15, 15.6, 18.5, 19, 21.5 and 24 inches

| P
C1

1-
43

U
SA

 |

CD2009_FPA.indd   4CD2009_FPA.indd   4 8/24/20   5:53 PM8/24/20   5:53 PM

RITTAL SYSTEMS HAS been named 

on the 2020 list of Best Workplaces in 

Manufacturing through an independent 

analysis conducted by Great Place to Work.

The list is based on direct feedback 

from employees of the hundreds of 

organizations that were surveyed by 

Great Place to Work. The data has a 

90% confidence and a plus or minus 5% 

margin of error.

To be eligible for this list, 

organizations must be Great Place to 

Work Certified™ in the past year and 

work primarily in the manufacturing 

industry. Great Place to Work determined 

the best based the overall Trust Index 

score from these employees.

“Especially in these challenging 

times, this Award is a great testimony 

of how all the various teams at Rittal 

have come together to collaborate with 

true dedication and commitment,” 

said Tim Rourke, president, Rittal 

Systems, Canada. “I am extremely 

proud of our Canadian team who 

continue to deliver customer excellence 

and success in the marketplace!”

In 1995, Rittal Systems was 

established in Mississauga as a 

manufacturer of enclosures, IT 

infrastructure solutions, climate control 

solutions and accessories. The success of 

Rittal Systems across Canada facilitated 

expansion across the country and the 

establishment of sales and distribution 

facilities in Montreal, Calgary and British 

Columbia. Rittal maintains additional 

warehouse space and a Modification 

Center at its Mississauga location that 

spans more than 10,000 square feet. 

PLC

AS-Interface

Call us for more information

      616-345-0680

www.bihl-wiedemann.com

Or visit us on our homepage

�

🌍🌍🌍🌍

Easy to install

Highly compatible

AS-Interface

Rittal named one of Canada’s  
Best Workplaces in Manufacturing 

CD2009_12_21_Indiscrete.indd   21CD2009_12_21_Indiscrete.indd   21 8/24/20   5:35 PM8/24/20   5:35 PM
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JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE

 Ad Close, Materials Due  12/13, 12/20 1/12, 1/19 2/14, 2/21 3/14, 3/21 4/12, 4/19 5/12, 5/19

Topical Feature Industrial Internet of 
Things (IIoT)

The Automation  
Supply Chain

On-Machine  
Components

New Options in Control 
Systems TBA Readers’ Choice

Awards

Controllers & Systems
programmable controllers, safety controllers
embedded controls, loop controllers, 
power supplies, relays, control software

PLCs, PACs & PCs Product Roundup:
Power Supplies

Safety Controllers,
Sensors & Networks eCAD Software Product Roundup: 

PLCs, PACs & PCs Control Software

Human-Machine/Operator Interface
HMI software, display terminals, touchscreens, 
alarms, pushbuttons, enclosures, industrial PCs

Enclosures & 
Workstations

Stacklights, Alarms,
Buttons & Switches HMI Software Industrial PCs Hazardous Area

Operation
Product Roundup:

HMI Hardware & Software

Input/Output Systems & Networking
networks, terminal blocks, I/O modules, signal 
conditioners, cabling/wiring, connectors & 
cordsets

Industrial Ethernet Intrinsic Safety Remote Monitoring 
& Diagnostics

Product Roundup:
Industrial Networking

Wire & Cable,
Connectors & Cordsets Distributed I/O

Measurement, Sensing & Vision
transmitters, transducers, sensors, encoders,
weighing systems, bar code scanners, RFID, 
machine guarding, vision systems

Product Roundup:
Presence Sensors Machine Vision Encoders & Resolvers Linear Measurement Safety & Presence 

Sensing Diagnostic Tools

Drives, Motion & Robotics
drives, motors, servos, steppers, robots, valves,  
cylinders, hydraulics, pneumatics, mechanical 
and electro-mechanical motion components

Motors & Drives Robotics Product Roundup:
Motors & Drives Pneumatic Systems Motors Variable Frequency  

Drives

Market Intelligence Survey HMI, Industrial PCs
& Enclosures Motors, Drives & Motion I/O Systems &

Terminal Blocks

Technology Report
Rotation & Displacement 

Measurement 
 (Encoders, LVDTs)

Motors, Drives & Motion, 
Part I

HMI, IPCs & Enclosures, 
Part I

Sensors, Vision &  
Machine Safety Automation Software Industrial Networks (including 

Switches, Gateways, Software)

Automation Basics Video Series PLCs & PACs Sensors

2022 EDITORIAL CALENDAR & CLOSING DATES
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JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

 Ad Close, Materials Due 6/13, 6/20 7/12, 7/19 8/12, 8/19 9/12, 9/19 10/12, 10/19 11/14, 11/21

Topical Feature TBA Machine Control TBA Integrated Safety & 
Control TBA Robotics

Controllers & Systems
programmable controllers, safety controllers
embedded controls, loop controllers, 
power supplies, relays, control software

Power Supplies PLCs, PACs & PCs Control Panel Design Product Roundup:
Machine Safety PLCs, PACs & PCs Product Roundup:

Automation & Design Software

Human-Machine/Operator Interface
HMI software, display terminals, touchscreens, 
alarms, pushbuttons, enclosures, industrial PCs

Product Roundup:
Enclosures & Workstations

Stacklights, Alarms,
Buttons & Switches HMI Software Hazardous Area

HMI & Purge Systems
Industrial PCs &

Enclosures
OI Terminals &
Panel Displays

Input/Output Systems & Networking
networks, terminal blocks, I/O modules, signal 
conditioners, cabling/wiring, connectors & 
cordsets

Industrial Ethernet
Product Roundup:

I/O Systems, Terminal 
Blocks & Intrinsic Safety

Product Roundup:
Wire & Cabling, 

Connectors & Cordsets
Industrial Ethernet Remote Monitoring

& I/O Systems I/O & Terminal Blocks

Measurement, Sensing & Vision
transmitters, transducers, sensors, encoders,
weighing systems, bar code scanners, RFID, 
machine guarding, vision systems

Presence Sensors Machine Vision Encoders & Resolvers Process Measurement AutoID:
RFID Systems Condition Monitoring

Drives, Motion & Robotics
drives, motors, servos, steppers, robots, valves,  
cylinders, hydraulics, pneumatics, mechanical 
and electro-mechanical motion components

Linear Motion Servo & Stepper
Motors/Drives Motion Control Motor & Drive

Electrical Efficiency
Product Roundup: 

Pneumatics Variable Speed Drives

Market Intelligence Survey Pneumatics Sensors & Vision PLCs & PACs

Technology Report I/O Systems, Terminal 
Blocks & Power Supplies Packaging Automation Motors, Drives & Motion, 

Part 2
HMIs, IPCs & Enclosures, 

Part 2 PLCs & PACs Pneumatics

Automation Basics Video Series Motors & Drives
Industrial Networks  
(including Switches,  
Gateways, Software)

HMIs
I/O Systems (including 
Terminal Blocks, Power 

Supplies, Intrinsic Safety)

2022 EDITORIAL CALENDAR & CLOSING DATES
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In addition to display advertising, Control Design offers a range of other print-based 
solutions to your marketing needs:

•  Inserts, whether tipped into the magazine itself or riding along in a poly bag with the 
magazine, can take a wide variety of forms. From promotional brochures to simple 
bounce-back postcards, rising postage costs often make our insert programs quite 
cost-competitive with direct-mail distribution. Inserts can be supplied, or we can 
produce them on your behalf. Distribution can be to our full circulation, or to a select 
demographic subset based on subscriber industry or title (see latest statement for 
full range of demographic selection criteria).

 •  Belly bands wrap the entire outside of the magazine with a 6-inch-tall version 
of your marketing message. Gross rate for a belly band to Control Design’s full 
circulation, including production, is $12,000. Distribution to a demographic 
audience, or around trade-show copies to boost booth traffic, is available.

 •  Custom editorial and design services are available to develop and execute unique 
marketing campaigns—including custom inserts and advertorial supplements.
For further details or to discuss how we can help with your unique campaign 
requirements, contact your sales representative.

FOUR-COLOR PRINT ADVERTISING RATES (NET*)

Open 6x 12x
Ad Dimensions **  

(WxH, inches)

Full page  $6,715  $6,375  $5,950 7.875 x 10.5

One-half page island  $5,015  $4,675  $4,335 4.5625 x 7.5

One-half page vertical  $4,590  $4,250  $3,825 3.25 x 10

One-half page horizontal  $4,590  $4,250  $3,825 7 x 4.875

One-third page vertical  $3,995  $3,665  $3,315 2.1875 x 10

One-third page square  $3,995  $3,665  $3,315 4.5625 x 4.875

One-quarter page  $3,315  $2,975  $2,635 3.25 x 4.875

* 5% premium for fifth color or PMS 

**  Non-bleed space units. 7.875" x 10.5" trim  

Full-page bleed size: 8.125" x 10.75"; bleed spread for each plate: 8.125" x 10.75"

Northeast & Mid-Atlantic
David Fisher 
Regional Manager
508.369.6330 
dfisher@putman.net

Midwest & Southeast
Greg Zamin
Regional Manager 
704.256.5433
gzamin@putman.net

Western & Mountain
Jeff Mylin
Regional Manager
847.516.5879
jmylin@putman.net

Outside U.S. 
Keith Larson,  
Group Publisher 
630.625.1129
klarson@putman.net

mailto:dfisher@putman.net
mailto:gzamin@putman.net
mailto:jmylin%40putman.net?subject=
mailto:klarson@putman.net
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INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE Q&A

We’re offering industry leaders with a story to tell the opportunity to be featured in a 
unique Q&A feature that we’re calling “Industry Perspective.” Each Industry Perspective 
takes the form of a sponsored two-page Q&A interview between the magazine’s editors 
and a company spokesperson on a topic of particular importance and meaning to your 
organization. 

Because each Industry Perspective feature takes the form of a conversation, it’s uniquely 
suited to telling stories that are difficult to convey in a traditional advertising format. Our first 
Industry Perspective in Control Design illuminated the growing array of services that one 
instrument company has developed to differentiate the industry-leading value it provides 
to its OEM partners. You choose the topic, and we’ll work with you to draft appropriate 
questions. We’ll create responses based on an actual telephone interview, or draft responses 
based on established marketing objectives.  

Each Industry Perspective feature includes 4-6 questions, together with photo of interviewee 
and a supporting graphic. The two-page spread will be included in a mutually agreed 
upon issue, and will reach the full 40,020-strong subscriber list of Control Design. Pricing for 
development of the feature and for its inclusion in the magazine is $7,500 net. The sponsor 
will also receive a standalone PDF of the article which you can use for your own content 
marketing purposes. 

To get additional mileage out of your Industry Perspective investment, an audio recording 
of the Q&A can be promoted as a special Solution Spotlight episode of our new Control 
Intelligence podcast series. We also offer a digital promotion program designed to further 
increase the print article’s online readership. In addition to the two-page spread treatment 
in the magazine, we’ll promote the digital article via a series of digital traffic drivers such as 
e-newsletter ads, website ads, and social media posts. We expect to generate on the order 
of 150 article reads as a result of this additional promotion.

CHEMICAL  PROCESS ING  •   CONTROL   •   CONTROL  DES IGN  •   FOOD PROCESS ING  •   PLANT SERV ICES   •   PHARMA MANUFACTUR ING  •   SMART  INDUSTRY
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PROGRAM COST

Industry Perspective Q&A $7,500 net

Digital Promotion Package + $3,000 net

Solution Spotlight Podcast + $2,500 net
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Website advertising is an effective way to accomplish two distinct missions with your target audience: creating brand 
awareness and developing measurable engagement. Control Design offers a wide range of online advertising units to meet 
your goals, including leaderboards, boomboxes, buttons and other high-impact options. You choose which unit works best for 
you, where you’d like it to appear and for how long.

Why use website ads?
• Branding and awareness
• Flexibility
• Engagement with Control Design’s audience of 30,000 visitors per month

How do website ads work?
First, decide which ad unit you’d like to purchase. Each is a different size and commands varying amounts of attention on a 
page. Next, determine how many thousand impressions you’d like to purchase. The cost for each of our ads is based on a rate 
for every thousand impressions you’d like. Then decide how long you’d like your ad to run on our site. Once that’s all been 
determined, simply provide us with the creative for your ad, and we’ll post it for you and provide reports on ad performance. 

Website advertising FAQs
How are your ads served?
All digital marketing campaigns on ControlDesign.com are managed using Google Ad Manager. 

Do you accept third-party tags?
Yes.

What kind of click-through rates can I expect for my ad?
It’s hard to predict click-through rates for an ad, because so much is dependent upon the ad creative you use. Our experience 
shows that ads that use provocative text that aligns with a related and compelling image (not just ordinary stock art) are very 
feffective. Ads that understand how to utilize space and how to create an effective ‘call to action’ also generate much better 
response from our audience.

WEBSITE DISPLAY ADVERTISING Website Display AdsWebsite Display Ads
Program Pricing:Program Pricing:
From $120 per thousand impressions (net) 
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Welcome AdWelcome Ad
Program Cost:Program Cost:  
$2,900 net for one week
 

WELCOME ADVERTISEMENTS
The Welcome Ad, sometimes called a Splash Ad, is the most prominent ad position we’ve ever offered on our site. 
This exclusive position appears upon entry to the site, before the actual destination page is served (whether the 
visitor first arrives via a bookmark, e-newsletter link, Google referral or any other method). The Welcome Ad is a 640 
x 480 pixel unit that sits in the middle of screen, covering the entire page for up to 8 seconds, with your branding 
and message the only thing visible (users can close the ad at any time and proceed to their destination).

Why sponsor a Welcome Ad?
Because it’s the only thing visible on the screen for up to eight seconds, the Welcome Ad offers an unrivaled blend 
of benefits. It’s the most exclusive branding and awareness opportunity of any ad position on our site. Because the 
ad doesn’t compete for any share of voice on the page, when our clients focus on using the ad to feature a simple 
and compelling message, it’s our strongest performing ad unit, as well. Because Welcome Ads occupy a privileged 
position on the Control Design website, this position is reserved for particularly time-sensitive or important 
announcements, such as an upcoming event or new product launch.  As such, all Welcome Ad placements are 
subject to publisher’s review and approval.

How does a welcome ad Work?
•  Welcome Ads are served the same as any other ad unit on our site, except the welcome ad is served 

exclusively before any page is loaded for a visitor. While the Welcome Ad appears, no other items on the page 
are visible.

•  The browsers of site visitors are ‘cookied’ when they view a welcome ad, so we know they’ve seen it. Because 
of that, we can limit how often they view it in a subsequent period, making sure they won’t find your message 
too intrusive.

•  The ad appears for eight seconds, then fades to a visitor’s requested page. There are buttons on the ad, 
however, that allow the visitors to continue on to their destination page at any time.

How much can I expect to pay?
Welcome Ads are priced based on duration. For a fee of $2,900 net, clients can expect to deliver a Welcome Ad 
impression to more than 5,000 unique site visitors over a one-week period.
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WEBSITE DISPLAY RATES & SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Ad Units (net rates per thousand impressions except for welcome ad which runs for a week)

Medium Rectangle: $120 Leaderboard: $140 Billboard: $160 Welcome Ad: $2,900/week

AVAILABILITY CURRENT CURRENT CURRENT CURRENT

PLATFORMS SERVED DESKTOP & MOBILE DESKTOP & MOBILE DESKTOP & MOBILE DESKTOP & MOBILE

Dimensions (WxH in pixels) 300x250 728x90 970x250 640x480

Maximum Expanded Dimensions Expansion not allowed for these units

Max File Load Size 40 KB 60 KB 60 KB 60 KB

Max Animation Frame Rate 24 fps 24 fps 24 fps 24 fps

Maximum Animation Length 15 fps 15 fps 15 fps 15 fps

Maximum Video Length Video not allowed for these units

Audio Initiation Must be user initiated (on click: mute/un-mute); default state is muted

Hot Spot Not to exceed 1/4 size of ad. Only initiated when cursor rests on hotspot for at least 1-sec. Must NOT initiate audio.

Z-Index Range 0-4,999 0-4,999 0-4,999 0-4,999

Third Party Tags Yes No No Yes

Formats JPG, GIF, PNG, HTML5 JPG, GIF, PNG JPG, GIF, PNG JPG, GIF, PNG

* Additional style guidelines available upon request
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EMAIL ADVERTISING/MARKETING

ControlDesign.com E-News

ControlDesign E-News is distributed each  
weekday to more than 25,000 specifiers 
of machine automation systems and 
components. 

Why sponsor an e-newsletter?
E-newsletter sponsorships deliver a unique 
combination of branding and awareness, 
and are effective in driving desired click-
through activity. Further, they provide 
the ability to associate your name with a 
specific brand message.

How do e-newsletters work?
Just select the ad unit you’d like to use 
(see graphic, next page). Supply us with 
creative for your ad, and we’ll schedule 
your placement and desired timing 
against available inventory. We take care 
of making sure the newsletter is delivered  
at the optimum time to maximize open 
rates, and we provide you with a  
report on how your ad performed.
 

Single Sponsor E-Newsletters

Control Design’s single sponsor e-newsletters allow you to combine our award-winning 
editorial with your own content to create an exclusive branding and thought-leadership 
marketing opportunity. You have exclusive rights to all advertising positions, as well as the 
sponsored product and text link positions for your marketing message, allowing you to 
drive users to your site and build prospects. 

Why use single sponsor e-newsletters?
Our single sponsor e-newsletters offer all the branding opportunities of our editorial 
eNewsletters, but in an exclusive format that allows you to amplify your marketing 
message. Key features and benefits:

•  Thought-leadership: blend your own content with ours to add credibility
•  Branding: own every ad position in the newsletter
• Reach more than 25,000 e-newsletter subscribers

How do single sponsor e-newsletters work?
Start by selecting a topic or focus, such as level instrumentation or calibration 
management. Once we’ve settled on the e-newsletter’s focus, we’ll work with you to 
combined content from our own library with content of yours to feature along with your ad 
creative. 

https://info.controldesign.com/the-basics-of-nema-ratings-september-9-2020
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CONTROLDESIGN.COM E-NEWS

Premium Sponsor

Featured Sponsor

CONTROL DESIGN E-NEWS ADVERTISING RATES (NET)

Position Creative 1x 6x 12x

Premium  

Sponsor

Up to 150x150 pixel 

non-animated  

image (optional), up 

to 75 characters for 

headline and up to 

350 characters for text 

(including spaces). 

Include destination link.

$2,350 $2,150 $1,950

Featured 

Sponsor

Up to 150x150 pixel 

non-animated image 

(optional), up to 

75 characters for 

headline and up to 

250 characters for text 

(including spaces). 

Include destination link.

$1,530 $1,330 $1,100

Sponsored 

Link

Up to 75 characters 

for headline and up 

to 150 characters for 

text (including spaces). 

Include destination link.

$700 $600 $500

Sponsored Link

https://info.controldesign.com/the-basics-of-nema-ratings-september-9-2020
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What size are the ad units for a 
single-sponsor e-newsletter and what 
are the specs for each unit?
We feature the same ad units as our editorial 
e-newsletters (see table).

What kind of performance can  
I expect from my single sponsor  
e-newsletter?
Performance always varies, but the great 
thing about our custom e-newsletter is that by 
featuring Control Design content and using our 
design template, open rates and click-through 
rates are routinely very strong. 

What kind of reporting is provided 
for my single sponsor e-newsletter?
Our summary report includes metrics for delivery 
rates, open rates and click-through rates.

What’s the process for determining 
the topic for our single sponsor  
e-newsletter? 
You’ll work with our editorial team to determine a 
suitable topic. Our editors are keenly aware which 
topics resonate with your audience and which 
topics are too narrow to draw enough attention. 
They’ll share their expertise to help you find a 
topic that suits your message and reaches the 
widest possible audience.
 

SINGLE SPONSOR E-NEWSLETTER

Single Sponsor E-Newsletter
Program Cost:
From $6,500 net per issue 

SINGLE SPONSOR ENEWSLETTER AD SPECIFICATIONS

Position Creative

Premium  

Sponsor

Up to 150x150 pixel non-animated  

image (optional), up to 75 characters for 

headline and up to 350 characters for text 

(including spaces). Include destination link.

Featured  

Sponsor

Up to 150x150 pixel non-animated image 

(optional), up to 75 characters for headline 

and up to 250 characters for text (including 

spaces). Include destination link.

Sponsored 

Link

Up to 75 characters for headline and up to 

150 characters for text (including spaces). 

Include destination link.

https://info.controldesign.com/the-basics-of-nema-ratings-september-9-2020
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EVENT E-DAILY PROGRAMS
The leading suppliers within the industrial automation community have come to rely heavily on user group 
conferences and other events to connect with current customers and educate them on the latest developments 
and roadmap for future product introductions. These events are expensive and time-consuming to produce—
but the physical audience is necessarily limited to a relatively small fraction of the host company’s current 
customers and prospects. 

To help these industry leaders leverage their event-marketing investments and reach more customers and 
prospects with their user-group messaging, Control Design has created a scaleable program that both captures 
important event presentations in the form of articles written by Control Design’s editorial staff, and promotes that 
content out to our engaged database of machine automation professionals around the world. 

The typical program consists of a series of live, daily e-newsletters highlighting key presentations of the 
day. Each evening’s e-newsletter typically features a half dozen story summaries that link back to full articles 
on ControlDesign.com or on Control Design’s sister publication’s site, ControlGlobal.com. The e-newsletters 
are sent to Control Design’s full email database of machine automation professionals. (Additional distribution 
to the more than 150,000-strong email databases of Control Design’s sister publications is available for an 
additional fee.)

Further, the event’s articles are aggregated on a co-branded landing page and continue to attract organic 
traffic for weeks and months to come. Importantly, all production details are handled by the Control Design’s 
seasoned team, including editing, design, photography and distribution. Article links are also promoted via 
Control Design‘s LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook social media channels.  

When the event is finished, the Control 
Design team will also produce a PDF 
compilation of the articles written for 
the event and promote its availability for 
download. The PDF—and 
all articles—are also 
available to the sponsor 
organization to use for its 
own marketing efforts. 
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ECOSTRUXURE FOXBORO USER GROUP 2018The editors of Control report on breaking news and session highlightsAugust 6-9, 2018 • San Antonio, USA

A Special Report by the  editors of Control

PROFIT ENGINE 
INTO YOUR PLANT’S

Turn Industrial Automation

Event E-Daily Options
Note that all e-daily packages can also be customized based 
on parameters such as number of days, total email distribution 
and other factors.

•  Three blast option (MOST POPULAR): Three editors on site 
to create three daily e-newsletter editions delivered to Control 
Design email audience; 15+ original articles plus links to other 
event content. Also includes event microsite and compilation 
PDF. Cost: $19,500 net.

•  Two blast option:  Two editors on site to create two daily 
e-newsletter editions delivered to Control Design email audi-
ence; 8+ original articles plus links to other event content. 
Also includes event microsite and compilation PDF.  
Cost: $16,500 net.

•  One blast option:  One editor on site to create a single 
“Event Highlights” e-newsletter delivered to Control Design 
email audience post-event; 5+ original articles plus links to 

other event content. 
Cost: $9,500 net
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‘SOLUTIONS SPOTLIGHT’ PODCAST SPONSORSHIP

Control Design’s machine automation podcast, “Control Intelligence,” 
averages more than 300 downloads per issue, and we’re offering the 
opportunity for your company to be the subject of a special, sponsored 
episode under the banner of “Control Intelligence: Solutions Spotlight.”

Each Solutions Spotlight episode is based on a conversation between our 
editorial team and a representative of the solution provider community—
such as a subject matter expert or company leader within your organization, 
exploring a topic of your choosing.

Priced at $3,700 net, each of these sponsored podcasts are intended to help 
build awareness for your company’s capabilities and product portfolio. Each 
Solutions Spotlight episode is promoted as part and parcel of the ongoing 
podcast series. Further, they provide a compelling add-on (at the discounted 
rate of $2,500 net) to our Industry Perspective magazine feature ($7,500 net), 
which also follows a Q&A format. Indeed, our Industry Perspective feature very 
much represents a “podcast in print,” and sponsorship 
of both vehicles helps to effectively penetrate our 
engaged audience of industrial technologists.

[ 19 ]

Solutions Spotlight sponsored by 
Beckhoff Automation

Companion Industry Perspective: 
in Print & Online

https://www.controldesign.com/podcasts/control-intelligence/
https://www.controldesign.com/podcasts/control-intelligence/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/control-intelligence/id1518617967
https://www.putmanmedia.com/wp-content/assets/cd_beckhoff_qa.pdf
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‘PARTNER INSIGHTS’ NATIVE CONTENT PROGRAM

“Partner Insights” is an exclusive opportunity for our marketing 
partners to have their marketing messages appear seamlessly 
embedded within the editorial flow of our market-leading brands. 
Often referred to as “native” content, Partner Insights articles 
are posted directly in our content management system. They’re 
tagged as Partner Insights content (image), but otherwise are 
indistinguishable from other editorial posts. Importantly, we’ll 
promote Partner Insights content through exclusive access 
to native messages (image) embedded within other editorial 
pieces across the site, as well as through promotion in our brand 
newsletters. The Partner Insights opportunity is limited to two 
clients at any given time.

In addition to building thought leadership with our global 
audience of process automation professionals, the Partner 
Insights program is also designed enhance SEO efforts through 
embedded links back to additional content on our partners’ 
websites. This minimum three-month program includes the initial 
posting and promotion of up to four pieces of content, plus 
two fresh pieces of content in months two and three for a total 
of eight articles. Pricing is $9,000 net for the first three months, 
plus $2,500 monthly thereafter (two new articles monthly). The 
program also includes creation of a landing page with summaries 
of and links to your company’s Partner Insights articles (image).

[ 20 ]

Partner Insights native article, 
plus promotional elements

Landing page
Native ad placement

Partner Insights native article,  
plus promotional elements

Landing page Native ad placement
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PUTMAN MEDIA’S SendMyAd Portal

Putman now offers print ad and eHandbook ad material submissions through our 
SendMyAd portal. With SendMyAd, you will be able to upload, manage, preflight and 
approve your ads quickly and easily. 

•   Once you complete your insertion order, we will send you an email with a link to the 
SendMyAd portal.

•   Click the link to be directed to the SendMyAd portal where you can either sign in if you 
already have a SendMyAd account (through any publishers you work with). If you do not 
already have an account, creating one is simple – just follow the instructions to enter 
your email and create a password.

•   Choose to upload your file. SendMyAd will flag quality issues that can affect 
reproduction on press and it suggests resolutions for optimal results. 

•  Through the portal you will be able to preflight and approve your ad.
•  Once approved, your ad is automatically sent to the Putman team!

Your account in the SendMyAd portal allows you to manage your ads. 

Pickup in a future issue? 
No need to re upload an ad, you can choose it from your SendMyAd library when 
the time is right. 

Helpful resources
• Watch our video on just how easy it is to use SendMyAd, click here.
• To upload your ad using SendMyAd, click here.

Contact with questions: 
Anetta Gauthier, Production Manager
agauthier@putman.net

[21 ]

mailto:agauthier@putman.net
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE LINK EXPECTATION COST

Premium Content 
Promotion Program

A simple but effective way to generate sales/marketing leads, our Premium Content 
Promotion Program promotes your high information-value assets to our audience 
through a combination of targeted email alerts and website/social promotion.

Click here Approximately 100 global 
leads over two months * $4,500 net 

Technology Reports

Each multi-sponsor Technology Report consists of approximately 15-20 pages of the 
most useful and timely articles on a given machine automation topic from the Control 
Design archive, together with full page advertisements from each of its sponsors. 
Multiple sponsor support helps keep the investment low.

Click here
Approximately 125  
global leads over a  
two-month period *

$2,700 net

Special Reports
Similar to our Technology Reports, Special Reports are exclusive to one sponsor and 
include a range of archival content on a subject of particular interest to the sponsor. 
Custom content can be created for an extra fee.

Click here
Approximately 150 

exclusive global leads  
over a two-month period 

$6,500 net 

Automation Basics  
Video Series

Designed to address the community’s insatiable thirst for educational/tutorial 
information, each Automation Basics Video consists of a five to seven minute 
presentation on a core process automation topic, complete with sponsor  
acknowledgement and links to sponsor information. Multiple sponsor  
support helps keep the investment low.

Click here
Approximately 125  
global leads over a  
two-month period *

$2,700 net

Webinar Sponsorship

A step up from white papers in terms of user engagement, our webinar programs 
offer an opportunity to directly advance thought leadership with sales prospects. 
Control Design’s editors will moderate a compelling online presentation and  
discussion, including live Q&A with attendees.

Click here
Approximately 150  
global leads over  

course of six months
$9,000 net 

Knowledge Centers

Like a supercharged white paper or webinar campaign, Controldesign.com Knowl-
edge Centers bring together a range of essential decision-making resources on a 
given topic—white papers, webinars, video clips, articles, application notes, etc. 
— in a dedicated microsite on Controldesign.com.  

Click here Programs can be modified to 
achieve targeted lead levels.

Contact your sales rep-
resentative to discuss 
custom programs.

Custom Lead  
Generation &  

Nurturing Campaigns

Putman Media offers a series of custom lead nurturing programs including those 
designed to target and progressively engage readers on behalf of our clients,  
distinguishing “general interest” registrants from prospects with active and  
imminent purchase intent.  

Custom programs can be 
tailored to suit your sales and 

marketing pipeline needs.

Contact your sales 
representative for more 

information on our 
Advanced Lead  

Services Programs.

*Standard data fields for Premium Content Programs, Automation Basics Video Series and Technology Reports include name, title, company, email, country and postal code.
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https://info.controlglobal.com/cgpca-211005-ge
https://www.putmanmedia.com/wp-content/assets/cd_sot_SensorsVisionSafety20.pdf
https://www.putmanmedia.com/wp-content/assets/cd_engguide_beckhoff20.pdf
https://youtu.be/tWrEsDD0w4I
https://info.controlglobal.com/personalization_tokencontact.firstname-control-reader-heres-2-webinars-you-need-to-watch
https://www.controldesign.com/knowledge-centers/schneider/
https://info.controldesign.com/150514-lp-beckhoff
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ADVANCED LEAD SERVICES PROGRAM
Our Advanced Lead Services Program is efficient, measurable and cost-effective, offering marketers a defined content 
strategy with advanced behavioral analysis that will engage our readers with relevant content as they research solutions, 
vendors and begin their purchase journey. 

Each customized program provides you with the opportunity to integrate your content in to our audience’s research or 
purchase cycle and associate your brand at just the right time. Our Advanced Lead Services Programs provide you with 
strategic nurturing and real-time opportunity identification that results in a clear ROI, advanced marketing insights and 
improved sales efficiency. 

 • Advanced behavioral analysis allows us to identify prospects as soon as they enter the purchase or research cycle.
 •  Strategic content deployment appeals to prospects at each stage of their journey and associates your brand at the 

right time.
 •  Automated marketing workflows that capture and nurture prospects into opportunities and delivers them to your 

marketing and sales team.
 •  In-depth reporting provides transparency and allows us to analyze and improve campaign results as partners in real 

time.

3, 6 or 12 Month Nurture Programs
Kicks off with a campaign consultation. The objective of a 3, 6 or 12 month ALS Nurture Program is to provide you with the 
opportunity to attach your brand and identify & nurture prospects during their research or purchase journey.  
 •  A prospect’s journey will start with a co-branded Special Report on a topic that is relevant to your product or solution. 
 •  Prospects will then be nurtured with your related content and qualified based on that content interaction. 
 •  Throughout the program’s duration, Control Design will engage in both inbound and outbound strategies to attract the 

right prospects to your program.

Components:
 •  Control Design branded Special Report on campaign topic
 •  Inbound program marketing including SEO optimized article on ControlDesign.com and social promotion
 •  Outbound program marketing including targeted alert and enewsletter placements
 •  Development of all program components including emails, landing pages, workflows
 •  Automated opportunity delivery with full demographic and content engagement identified 
 •  Monthly program review, proactive adjustments as needed.

Rates:
3 months: ......... $18,500 net 6 months: ............ $25,500 net 12 months: .............$40,500 net

30 Day Nurture Package
The objective of a 30 Day Nurture Package is to provide you 
with the opportunity to leverage your content investment for 
continued prospect identification and nurturing.  The 30 Day 
Nurture Package includes an original content piece published 
on ControlDesign.com that is aligned with your content 
investment, a 30-day inbound and outbound marketing 
program and the opportunity to engage prospects with your 
content asset for prospect scoring. 

Components:
 •  Inbound program marketing including SEO optimized 

article on ControlDesign.com, social promotion (8xs per 
month)

 •  Outbound program marketing including targeted alert (1x) 
and enewsletter placements (2xs)

 •  Automated engagement email offering advertiser content 
asset

 •  Development of all program components
 •  Automated opportunity delivery with full demographic 

and content engagement identified 

Rates:
30 Day Nurture Package (initial month) $3,500 net
Special Report, Webinar or Research Program sponsorship 
required

30 Day Nurture Package (each subsequent month) 
$2,500 net
Special Report, Webinar or Research Program sponsorship 
required
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PREMIUM CONTENT PROMOTION PROGRAM

Our Premium Content Promotion Program consists of a mix of email, website 
and/or social media promotions of a supplied content asset. This popular lead-
gen program provides the reward for all the hard work you’ve done to create 
great content. Premium content can take many forms – white papers, e-books, 
decision guides, infographics, research summaries, etc. 

Because we’ve spent decades building a database of the industry’s most 
influential and important decision-makers, our white paper programs offer:

• Targeted lead generation
• Thought-leadership via your association with the Control Design brand
• Detailed reporting

How does the Premium Content Promotion Program work?
Once you’ve written your content there’s little else you need to do. We’ll have it 
evaluated by our editorial and audience development teams to ensure it meets 
our standards for topic relevance and non-commerciality. Then we’ll identify the 
right market segment to which we’ll promote it. We’ll make sure it gets in the 
right inboxes, and we’ll send you regular reports with all key demographic info 
you need on who downloaded it. 

Registration fields collected include name, title, company, email address, 
company, country and postal code.

Program pricing is $4,500 net; additional registration fields or demographic 
filters will increase pricing or reduce lead volume commitment from an 
expectation on the order of 100 completed registrations.

If you don’t already have a content asset suitable for such lead-gen efforts, we 
can help to develop one. Ask your sales representative for more details.
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TECHNOLOGY REPORTS

What is the Technology Report series?
Our Technology Reports bring together all of the latest and best Control Design articles on a particular 
machine automation topic in a unique, downloadable report. Each Technology Report provides its 
sponsors with a cost-effective opportunity to build category thought leadership among a self-qualified 
audience of buyers, each of whose contact information will be shared with the report’s sponsors.  
The report consists of approximately 20 pages of content, as well as full page advertisements from 
each of its sponsors. 

How do the Technology Reports work?
Each sponsor of a Technology Report will receive a full-page ad placement—same size and material 
specifications as a normal full page in Control Design—including live link to a landing page(s) you 
specify. (Half-page ad creative also will be accepted.) We’ll post the Report in a special library page on 
ControlDesign.com, plus we’ll promote the library and the report itself to our 25,000+ email database of 
technical and managerial professionals. Sponsors should expect a total of 125+ global leads: 75+ US, 50+ 
international. Readers will also have the option to request that a specific sponsor contact them.

Sponsorship pricing is $2,700 net.

TECHNOLOGY REPORTS 2022 CALENDAR

Launch Date Title Closing Date Material Date

1/21/2022 Rotation & Displacement Measurement (Encoders, LVDTs) 12/10/21 12/17/21

2/18/2022 Motors, Drives & Motion, Part I 1/7/22 1/14/22

3/11/2022 HMI, Industrial PCs and Enclosures, Part I 1/28/22 2/4/22

4/8/2022 Sensors, Vision & Machine Safety 2/25/22 3/4/22

5/6/2022 Automation Software 3/25/22 4/1/22

6/23/2022 Industrial Networks (including Switches, Gateways, Software) 5/12/22 5/19/22

7/29/2022 Input/Output Systems (including Terminal Blocks & Power Supplies) 6/17/22 6/24/22

8/5/2022 Packaging Automation 6/24/22 7/1/22

9/9/2022 Motors, Drives & Motion, Part II 7/29/22 8/5/22

10/7/2022 HMI, Industrial PCs and Enclosures, Part II 8/26/22 9/2/22

11/11/2022 PLCs & PACs 9/30/22 10/7/22

12/2/2022 Pneumatics 10/21/22 10/28/22

http://www.putmanmedia.com/wp-content/assets/cd_sot_networks.pdf
http://www.putmanmedia.com/wp-content/assets/cd_sot_networks.pdf
https://info.controldesign.com/sot-2019-hmi-1-0
https://info.controldesign.com/sot-2019-automation-software-0
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SPECIAL REPORTS

Similar to our Technology Report series, our exclusive Special 
Reports bring together the latest content on a particular machine 
automation topic in a unique, downloadable report. What’s 
different about the Special Report is that the topic is determined 
in collaboration with a single, exclusive sponsor. Depending on 
the topic, a Special Report consists of approximately 10-15 pages 
of content from the Control Design archives as well as a full page 
advertisement from the sponsor. The editors will also accept 
appropriate editorial content from our exclusive sponsor.

We’ll post the Special Report on a special resource page on  
ControlDesign.com and promote it to our 25,000-strong email  
database of machine automation professionals. Sponsors should  
expect to receive 150 global leads in a two-month period.  
Sponsorship pricing is $6,500 net.

Optionally, if you as sponsor would like for the Control Design editors to 
also create an original piece of content to lead off the Report, sponsorship 
pricing is $9,000 net. The sponsor will also receive ownership of the Report 
and original content to use in further marketing efforts.
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https://www.controldesign.com/resource-library/?nav=
https://info.controldesign.com/150514-lp-beckhoff
https://info.controldesign.com/oem-guide-to-remote-monitoring-nw
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SPONSORED WEBINARS

Control Design offers custom, single-sponsor webinars to our highly engaged audience 
of machine automation professionals. Our editorial staff will work with you to develop an 
educational presentation precisely aligned with your offer and messaging.

Our editors and webinar manager will work with you to coordinate all event details and 
deliverables. A lead time of 12 weeks from engagement to webinar date is ideal to allow 
adequate development and promotion time. 

Custom webinar sponsors can expect:  
•  Live interaction with attendees during the Q&A session
•  Participation during the attendee polling in the live event
•  An opportunity to present alongside our editorial team
•  Branding on all pre-event, live and post event marketing
•  Download of additional sponsor assets during the webinar

 
Depending on webinar subject matter, you can expect to receive 150+ global leads over the 
course of six months (including pre-event and on-demand registrations). Pricing is $9,000 net. 
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AUTOMATION BASICS VIDEO SERIES

Control Design’s Automation Basics Video series was created to satisfy the machine 
automation community’s persistent demand for educational material, delivered in an easily 
digestible video format. Each of the videos are 5-7 minutes in length and is presented 
by Control Design’s editors or other experts in the field. The videos require registration 
to view, and a three-month program of active promotion to Control Design’s audience 
is expected to generate 125+ marketing leads for each video’s sponsors. Cost for each 
sponsorship is $2,700 net. 

Sponsor benefits
Each Automation Basics Video sponsor will receive up-front acknowledgement by the 
video presenter as well as acknowledgement at the end of the video in the form of a 
brief company and product overview, plus two links that viewers can act upon for more 
information. Sponsors can expect to receive an estimated 75+ North American leads and 
50+ international leads.

Material requirements
Sponsor materials are due the 25th of the month prior to the month each video is 
scheduled to debut. For display within the video presentation itself, material requirements 
include high resolution company logo and product image (.jpg, .eps or .png format, 300 
dpi, at least 3-inches wide) plus up to three bullet points of accompanying text (each 80 
characters maximum in length). Also required for the accompanying YouTube page are a 
brief description of your company’s offering (40 characters max) as well as two links: one to 
your home page and one to a product-specific page. 

2022 AUTOMATION BASICS VIDEO SCHEDULE

Debut month Materials due Topic

April 3/25 PLCs & PACs

June 5/25 Sensors

July 6/25 Motors & Drives

August * 7/25 Industrial Networking 

September * 8/25 HMI 

October 9/25 I/O Systems

* Features co-distibution to Control’s process automation-focused audience
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CLICK HERE TO VIEW SAMPLE VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpu-pyC1b90&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5qyWuHYq1o&feature=youtu.be
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eRESOURCES

Content Starts Here
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Northeast & Mid-Atlantic
David Fisher, Regional Manager
508.369.6330 | dfisher@putman.net

Midwest & Southeast
Greg Zamin, Regional Manager 
704.256.5433 | gzamin@putman.net

Western & Mountain
Jeff Mylin, Regional Manager 
847-516-5879 | jmylin@putman.net

Keith Larson,  
Group Publisher
630.625.1129 | klarson@putman.net

Sales

Mike Bacidore, Editor-in-Chief
815.222.2870 | mbacidore@putman.net

Anna Townshend, Managing Editor 
630.467.1300, ext. 421 | atownshend@
putman.net

Amanda Del Buono, Digital Editor
815.219.3457 | adelbuono@putman.net

Editorial

Anetta Gauthier,  
Production Manager
630.625.1154 | agauthier@putman.net

Lori Goldberg,  
Operations Manager
630.625.1128 | lgoldberg@putman.net

Jeanne Freedland, 
Digital Marketing Specialist
805.235.6670 | jfreedland@putman.net

Material, Logistics & Support

www.controldesign.com
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